
Waves

English  Version
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Supplies
For a bracelet of 18cm, including the clasp. 
51 DiscDuo beads (6mm)
32 firepolished beads 4mm
68 round beads 3mm
3g seed beads size 11°
3g seed beads size 15°
1 clasp 10mm

Introduction
As shown here, the bracelet is 3 units wide and 17 units long. One more 
unit in the lenght adds a bit less than one cm. In the three row version 
you need two more firepolished beads, three more DiscDuos and four 
more round beads.  

Step 1
Pass through the first hole of the DiscDuo 
(DD), string two 15°, one 11°, two 15° and 
pass back through the second hole of the DD. 
String two 15°, one 11°, two 15° and pass again 
through the first hole of the DD (black thread 
path). Then proceed through the first four 
15° and skip the 11° in the middle (red thread 
path). 
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Step 2
String one 15°, one 11°, one round bead, one 11°, 
one 15°and pass through the four 15° at the other 
end of the DD (skipping the 11° in the middle). 
iRepeat the bead count on the other half and 
pass through the following two 15° one 11°.  

Step 3
String two 15, pass through the one hole of 
a DD, string two 15°, one 11°, two 15° and 
pass back through the second hole of the 
DD. String two 15°, and pass through the 
11° where you started this unit and then 
through the following two 15°, the DD and 
the following four 15° (skipping the 11° in 
the center).
Then repeat step 2 to complete the unit. 
Repeat until your bracelet has the desired 
length (here 17 units).
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Step 4
To get into the next row, we exit from 
the round bead at the edge of the strip, 
string one 11° and one 15° and pass back 
through one hole of the next DD.

Step 5
Add the arcs of two 15°s one 11°, two 
15°s as shown in step 1. .  
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Step 6
String one 15°, one 11°, one round 
bead, one 11°, one 15° and pass 
through the following four 15° (skip-
ping the 11° in between). Pass also 
through the 15° and 11° and round 
bead where you started this unit. 
String one 11°, one 15° and pass 
through the following two 15° and 
11°. 

Step 7
Start the next unit as shown in step 3

Step 8
Make the outer row as shown in 
step two but pass through the 
round bead of the adjacent unit 
instead of adding a new one  as 
shown in the drawing. On the ou-
ter line, you add a new round bead 
as shown in step 2. 
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Step 9
The next unit is made in the same way like the previous one, just counter 
clockwise. 

Step10
After completing the second row, make a third one. Once it is finished, 
we can start the embellishment.Exit from one 11° between two units, 
heading towards the center of the bracelet.  String one 15°, one 11°, one 
firepolished, one 11°, one 15° and pass through the corresponding 11° of 
the middle row. Repeat once more between the middle and the next row.  
Pass along the arc at the outline as shown in the drawing and repeat the 
step here. Continue in this way 
along the entire bracelet. 
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Step 11
For the clasp we make a loop starting from the 11° of the middle row. 
String three 11°, the loop of the clasp, three 11°, pass again through the 
bead where you exited from, reinforce the beads of the loop and then 
add one 15 after the first, second, fourth and fifth 15°. 
Repeat the step at the other end of the bracelet.
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Happy Beading!
Sabine Lippert

www.Trytobead.com

This is a free pattern, you may share it.
A commercial use is not allowed.


